Effect of flurenizide on adaptive reactions in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
A total of 75 patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) was investigated, 50 of which received Flurenizide in addition to traditional therapy. The remaining 25 received traditional therapy only and constituted the control group. Clinical improvement was observed in both groups, but this was attained in different ways. This depended on the type of the adaptive reactions at the beginning of exacerbation and the transition from one reaction to the other. In the basic group that received Flurenizide, clinical improvement was attained by a transition from physical conditions of defective adaptation (DA) or reaction of orientation (RO) into positive reactions of slight (RSA) or elevated (REA) activation in 72% of patients. Negative transition was not observed, and 14% of the patients remained in the DA condition. In the control group, a transition from DA into RO was observed in 27% of the patients, while 73% remained in DA without any positive adaptive reactions being definable. A significant improvement in the parameters of immunological and lung function tests was observed only in the group of patients who received Flurenizide. The highest levels of the above-mentioned parameters were observed in patients whose adaptive reactions had transited into the RSA or REA condition. We suggest that the reason for this positive dynamics was induced by the immunostimulating effect of Flurenizide.